


KJV Bible Word Studies for TOE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

great 0931 ## bohen {bo'-hen}; from an unused root apparently meaning to be thick; the thumb of the hand
or great toe of the foot: -- thumb, {great} toe. 

thumb 0931 ## bohen {bo'-hen}; from an unused root apparently meaning to be thick; the thumb of the 
hand or great toe of the foot: -- {thumb}, great toe. 

toe 0676 ## &etsba` {ets-bah'}; from the same as 6648 (in the sense of grasping); something to sieze with, i.e.
a finger; by analogy, a toe: -- finger, {toe}. 

toe 0677 ## &etsba` (Aramaic) {ets-bah'}; corresponding to 676: -- finger, {toe}. 

toe 0931 ## bohen {bo'-hen}; from an unused root apparently meaning to be thick; the thumb of the hand 
or great toe of the foot: -- thumb, great {toe}. 

toe 7272 ## regel {reh'-gel}; from 7270; a foot (as used in walking); by implication, a step; by euphem. the 
pudenda: -- X be able to endure, X according as, X after, X coming, X follow, ([broken-])foot([-ed, -stool]), 
X great {toe}, X haunt, X journey, leg, + piss, + possession, time. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

ptoeo 4422 - {ptoeo} {pto-eh'-o}; probably akin to the alternate of 4098 (through the idea of causing to fall) 
or to 4072 (through that of causing to fly away); to scare: -- frighten. 

ptoesis 4423 - {ptoesis} {pto'-ay-sis}; from 4422; alarm: -- amazement. 

toe 00676 ## 'etsba` {ets-bah'} ; from the same as 06648 (in the sense of grasping) ; something to sieze with , 
i . e . a finger ; by analogy , a toe : -- finger , {toe} . 

toe 00677 ## 'etsba` (Aramaic) {ets-bah'} ; corresponding to 00676 : -- finger , {toe} . 

toe 00931 ## bohen {bo'- hen} ; from an unused root apparently meaning to be thick ; the thumb of the 
hand or great {toe} of the foot : -- thumb , great toe . 

toe 00931 ## bohen {bo'- hen} ; from an unused root apparently meaning to be thick ; the thumb of the 
hand or great toe of the foot : -- thumb , great {toe} . 

toe 05062 ## nagaph {naw-gaf'} ; a primitive root ; to push , gore , defeat , stub (the {toe}) , inflict (a 
disease) : -- beat , dash , hurt , plague , slay , smite (down) , strike , stumble , X surely , put to the worse . 

toe 07272 ## regel {reh'- gel} ; from 07270 ; a foot (as used in walking) ; by implication , a step ; by euphem 
. the pudenda : -- X be able to endure , X according as , X after , X coming , X follow , ([broken-]) foot ([-ed 
,-stool ]) , X great {toe} , X haunt , X journey , leg , + piss , + possession , time . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

toe 0676 -- /etsba\ -- finger, {toe}.

toe 0677 -- /etsba\ -- finger, {toe}.

toe 0931 -- bohen -- thumb, great {toe}.

toe 7272 regel -- -- X be able to endure, X according as, X after, X coming, Xfollow, ([broken-])foot([-ed, -
stool]), X great {toe}, X haunt, X journey,leg, + piss, + possession, time.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

ptoesis 1611 ekstasis * amazement , {1611 ekstasis } , 4423 {ptoesis} ,

ptoesis 4423 ptoesis * amazement , 1611 ekstasis , {4423 {ptoesis} } ,

ptoesis 4423 {ptoesis} * amazement , 1611 ekstasis , {4423 ptoesis } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- toe , 0931 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

toe Exo_29_20 # Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put [it] upon the tip of the right 
ear of Aaron, and upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the thumb of their right hand, and 
upon the great toe of their right foot, and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about.

toe Lev_08_23 # And he slew [it]; and Moses took of the blood of it, and put [it] upon the tip of Aaron's 
right ear, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot.

toe Lev_14_14 # And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and the priest shall 
put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and
upon the great toe of his right foot:

toe Lev_14_17 # And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the tip of the right 
ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right 
foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering:

toe Lev_14_25 # And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall take [some] of the 
blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and 
upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot:

toe Lev_14_28 # And the priest shall put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the right ear of him 
that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot, upon 
the place of the blood of the trespass offering:

toes 1Ch_20_06 # And yet again there was war at Gath, where was a man of [great] stature, whose fingers 
and toes [were] four and twenty, six [on each hand], and six [on each foot]: and he also was the son of the 
giant.

toes 2Sa_21_20 # And there was yet a battle in Gath, where was a man of [great] stature, that had on every 
hand six fingers, and on every foot six toes, four and twenty in number; and he also was born to the giant.

toes Dan_02_41 # And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potter's clay, and part of iron, the 
kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the 
iron mixed with miry clay.

toes Dan_02_42 # And [as] the toes of the feet [were] part of iron, and part of clay, [so] the kingdom shall be
partly strong, and partly broken.

toes Jud_01_06 # But Adonibezek fled; and they pursued after him, and caught him, and cut off his thumbs
and his great toes.

toes Jud_01_07 # And Adonibezek said, Threescore and ten kings, having their thumbs and their great toes 
cut off, gathered [their meat] under my table: as I have done, so God hath requited me. And they brought 
him to Jerusalem, and there he died.

toes Lev_08_24 # And he brought Aaron's sons, and Moses put of the blood upon the tip of their right ear, 
and upon the thumbs of their right hands, and upon the great toes of their right feet: and Moses sprinkled 
the blood upon the altar round about.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

toe of his Lev_08_23 # And he slew [it]; and Moses took of the blood of it, and put [it] upon the tip of 
Aaron's right ear, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot.

toe of his Lev_14_14 # And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and the priest 
shall put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right 
hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot:

toe of his Lev_14_17 # And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the tip of the 
right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his 
right foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering:

toe of his Lev_14_25 # And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall take [some] of 
the blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and 
upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot:

toe of his Lev_14_28 # And the priest shall put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the right ear of 
him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great toe of his right foot, 
upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering:

toe of their Exo_29_20 # Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put [it] upon the tip of the 
right ear of Aaron, and upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the thumb of their right hand, 
and upon the great toe of their right foot, and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about.

toes cut off Jud_01_07 # And Adonibezek said, Threescore and ten kings, having their thumbs and their 
great toes cut off, gathered [their meat] under my table: as I have done, so God hath requited me. And they 
brought him to Jerusalem, and there he died.

toes four and 2Sa_21_20 # And there was yet a battle in Gath, where was a man of [great] stature, that had 
on every hand six fingers, and on every foot six toes, four and twenty in number; and he also was born to 
the giant.

toes of the Dan_02_42 # And [as] the toes of the feet [were] part of iron, and part of clay, [so] the kingdom 
shall be partly strong, and partly broken.

toes of their Lev_08_24 # And he brought Aaron's sons, and Moses put of the blood upon the tip of their 
right ear, and upon the thumbs of their right hands, and upon the great toes of their right feet: and Moses 
sprinkled the blood upon the altar round about.

toes part of Dan_02_41 # And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potter's clay, and part of iron, 
the kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest 
the iron mixed with miry clay.

toes were four 1Ch_20_06 # And yet again there was war at Gath, where was a man of [great] stature, 
whose fingers and toes [were] four and twenty, six [on each hand], and six [on each foot]: and he also was 
the son of the giant.

toes Jud_01_06 # But Adonibezek fled; and they pursued after him, and caught him, and cut off his thumbs
and his great toes.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies



toe EXO 029 020 Then shalt thou kill <07819 +shachat > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , and take <03947 +laqach > 
of his blood <01818 +dam > , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right ear 
<00241 +>ozen > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 
+y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of his sons <01121 +ben > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of their 
right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233
+y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , and sprinkle <02236 +zaraq > the blood <01818 +dam > upon the altar 
<04196 +mizbeach > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . toe LEV 008 023 And he slew <07819 +shachat > [ it ] ; 
and Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > of the blood <01818 +dam > of it , and put <05414 
+nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > right <03233 +y@maniy > ear 
<00241 +>ozen > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > ,
and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > . toe LEV 014 
014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the 
trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the 
tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed 
<02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , 
and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 
017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > shall 
the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 
+y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 
+bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of 
his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 
+>asham > offering : toe LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the 
trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the
blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip 
<08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 
+taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and 
upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 028 
And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand 
<03709 +kaph > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him 
that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > 
hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 
+regel > , upon the place <04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > 
offering : toes LEV 008 024 And he brought <07126 +qarab > Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > sons <01121 +ben 
> , and Moses <04872 +Mosheh > put <05414 +nathan > of the blood <01818 +dam > upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > , and upon the thumbs <00931 +bohen > of 
their right <03233 +y@maniy > hands <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toes} <00931 +bohen > of their right 
<03233 +y@maniy > feet <07272 +regel > : and Moses <04872 +Mosheh > sprinkled <02236 +zaraq > the blood 
<01818 +dam > upon the altar <04196 +mizbeach > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

toe ^ Lev_14_17 / toe /^of his right foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering: 

toe ^ Lev_14_28 / toe /^of his right foot, upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering: 

toe ^ Lev_08_23 / toe /^of his right foot. 

toe ^ Lev_14_14 / toe /^of his right foot: 

toe ^ Lev_14_25 / toe /^of his right foot: 

toe ^ Exo_29_20 / toe /^of their right foot, and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about. 

toes ^ Jud_01_06 / toes /^ 

toes ^ Jud_01_07 / toes /^cut off, gathered [their meat] under my table: as I have done, so God hath 
requited me. And they brought him to Jerusalem, and there he died. 

toes ^ 2Sa_21_20 / toes /^four and twenty in number; and he also was born to the giant. 

toes ^ Dan_02_42 / toes /^of the feet [were] part of iron, and part of clay, [so] the kingdom shall be partly 
strong, and partly broken. 

toes ^ Lev_08_24 / toes /^of their right feet: and Moses sprinkled the blood upon the altar round about. 

toes ^ Dan_02_41 / toes /^part of potter's clay, and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided; but there 
shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay. 

toes ^ 1Ch_20_06 / toes /^were] four and twenty, six [on each hand], and six [on each foot]: and he also was 
the son of the giant. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

-ptoeo- ......... be not terrified 4422 -ptoeo- > 

-ptoeo- ......... But they were terrified 4422 -ptoeo- > 

-ptoesis- ......... amazement 4423 -ptoesis- > 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

toe Exo_29_20 Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear 
of Aaron, and upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the thumb of their right hand, and upon 
the great {toe} of their right foot, and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about. 

toe Lev_08_23 And he slew [it]; and Moses took of the blood of it, and put [it] upon the tip of Aaron's right 
ear, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot. 

toe Lev_14_14 And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and the priest shall put 
[it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and 
upon the great {toe} of his right foot: 

toe Lev_14_17 And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the tip of the right ear 
of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right 
foot, upon the blood of the trespass offering: 

toe Lev_14_25 And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall take [some] of the 
blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and 
upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot: 

toe Lev_14_28 And the priest shall put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the right ear of him 
that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot, upon
the place of the blood of the trespass offering: 

toes 1Ch_20_06 And yet again there was war at Gath, where was a man of [great] stature, whose fingers 
and {toes} [were] four and twenty, six [on each hand], and six [on each foot]: and he also was the son of the 
giant. 

toes 2Sa_21_20 And there was yet a battle in Gath, where was a man of [great] stature, that had on every 
hand six fingers, and on every foot six {toes}, four and twenty in number; and he also was born to the giant.

toes Dan_02_41 And whereas thou sawest the feet and {toes}, part of potter's clay, and part of iron, the 
kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the 
iron mixed with miry clay. 

toes Dan_02_42 And [as] the {toes} of the feet [were] part of iron, and part of clay, [so] the kingdom shall be
partly strong, and partly broken. 

toes Jud_01_06 But Adonibezek fled; and they pursued after him, and caught him, and cut off his thumbs 
and his great {toes}. 

toes Jud_01_07 And Adonibezek said, Threescore and ten kings, having their thumbs and their great {toes} 
cut off, gathered [their meat] under my table: as I have done, so God hath requited me. And they brought 
him to Jerusalem, and there he died. 

toes Lev_08_24 And he brought Aaron's sons, and Moses put of the blood upon the tip of their right ear, 
and upon the thumbs of their right hands, and upon the great {toes} of their right feet: and Moses sprinkled
the blood upon the altar round about. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
-ptoeo Luk_21_09 But when 3752 -hotan - ye shall hear 0191 -akouo - of wars 4171 -polemos - and 
commotions 0181 -akatastasia - , be not terrified 4422 {-ptoeo} -:for these 5023 -tauta - things must 1163 -
dei - first 4412 -proton - come 1096 -ginomai - to pass ; but the end 5056 -telos - [ is ] not by and by . 

-ptoeo Luk_24_37 But they were terrified 4422 {-ptoeo} - and affrighted 1719 -emphobos - , and supposed 
1380 -dokeo - that they had seen 2334 -theoreo - a spirit 4151 -pneuma - . 

-ptoesis 1Pe_03_06 Even (5613 -hos -) as Sara (4564 -Sarrha -) obeyed (5219 -hupakouo -) Abraham (11) , 
calling (2564 -kaleo -) him lord (2962 -kurios -):whose (3739 -hos -) daughters (5043 -teknon -) ye are , as 
long as ye do (0015 -agathopoieo -) well (0015 -agathopoieo -) , and are not afraid (5399 -phobeo -) with any 
(1536 -ei tis -) amazement (4423 {-ptoesis} -) . 

toe Exo_29_20 Then shalt thou kill (07819 +shachat ) the ram (00352 +)ayil ) , and take (03947 +laqach ) of 
his blood (01818 +dam ) , and put (05414 +nathan ) [ it ] upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the right ear 
(00241 +)ozen ) of Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) , and upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the right (03233 
+y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) of his sons (01121 +ben ) , and upon the thumb (00931 +bohen ) of their 
right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great {toe} (00931 +bohen ) of their right 
(03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) , and sprinkle (02236 +zaraq ) the blood (01818 +dam ) upon the 
altar (04196 +mizbeach ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about . 

toe Lev_08_23 And he slew (07819 +shachat ) [ it ] ; and Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) took (03947 +laqach ) of 
the blood (01818 +dam ) of it , and put (05414 +nathan ) [ it ] upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of Aaron s 
(00175 +)Aharown ) right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) , and upon the thumb (00931 +bohen ) of 
his right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great {toe} (00931 +bohen ) of his right 
(03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) . 

toe Lev_14_14 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) [ some ] of the blood (01818 +dam
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) of the trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall put (05414 +nathan ) [ it ] 
upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) of him that is to be 
cleansed (02891 +taher ) , and upon the thumb (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027
+yad ) , and upon the great {toe} (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) : 

toe Lev_14_17 And of the rest (03499 +yether ) of the oil (08081 +shemen ) that [ is ] in his hand (03709 
+kaph ) shall the priest (03548 +kohen ) put (05414 +nathan ) upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the right 
(03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) of him that is to be cleansed (02891 +taher ) , and upon the thumb 
(00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great {toe} (00931 
+bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) , upon the blood (01818 +dam ) of the trespass 
(00817 +)asham ) offering : 

toe Lev_14_25 And he shall kill (07819 +shachat ) the lamb (03532 +kebes ) of the trespass (00817 +)asham 
) offering , and the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) [ some ] of the blood (01818 +dam ) of
the trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and put (05414 +nathan ) [ it ] upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of 
the right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) of him that is to be cleansed (02891 +taher ) , and upon the
thumb (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great {toe} 
(00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 +y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) : 

toe Lev_14_28 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall put (05414 +nathan ) of the oil (08081 +shemen ) that [ 
is ] in his hand (03709 +kaph ) upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) of the right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 
+)ozen ) of him that is to be cleansed (02891 +taher ) , and upon the thumb (00931 +bohen ) of his right 
(03233 +y@maniy ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great {toe} (00931 +bohen ) of his right (03233 
+y@maniy ) foot (07272 +regel ) , upon the place (04725 +maqowm ) of the blood (01818 +dam ) of the 
trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering : 

toes 1Ch_20_06 And yet (05750 +(owd ) again (05750 +(owd ) there was war (04421 +milchamah ) at Gath 
(01661 +Gath ) , where was a man (00376 +)iysh ) of [ great ] stature (04060 +middah ) , whose fingers 
(00676 +)etsba( ) and {toes} (00676 +)etsba( ) [ were ] four (00702 +)arba( ) and twenty (06242 +(esriym ) , 
six (08337 +shesh ) [ on each hand ] , and six (08337 +shesh ) [ on each foot ]:and he also (01571 +gam ) was 
the son (03025 +yagor ) of the giant (07497 +rapha) ) . 

toes 2Sa_21_20 And there was yet (05750 +(owd ) a battle (04421 +milchamah ) in Gath (01661 +Gath ) , 
where was a man (00376 +)iysh ) of [ great ] stature (04055 +mad ) , that had on every hand (03027 +yad ) 
six (08337 +shesh ) fingers (00676 +)etsba( ) , and on every foot (07272 +regel ) six (08337 +shesh ) {toes} 
(00676 +)etsba( ) , four (00702 +)arba( ) and twenty (06242 +(esriym ) in number (04557 +micpar ) ; and he 
also (01571 +gam ) was born (03205 +yalad ) to the giant (07497 +rapha) ) . 

toes Dan_02_41 And whereas (01768 +diy ) thou sawest (02370 +chaza) ) the feet (07271 +r@gal ) and {toes}
(00677 +)etsba( ) , part (04481 +min ) of potters (06353 +pechar ) clay (02635 +chacaph ) , and part (04481 
+min ) of iron (06523 +parzel ) , the kingdom (04437 +malkuw ) shall be divided (06386 +p@lag ) ; but 
there shall be in it of the strength (05326 +nitsbah ) of the iron (06523 +parzel ) , forasmuch as thou sawest 
(02370 +chaza) ) the iron (06523 +parzel ) mixed (06151 +(arab ) with miry (02917 +tiyn ) clay (02635 
+chacaph ) . 

toes Dan_02_42 And [ as ] the {toes} (00677 +)etsba( ) of the feet (07271 +r@gal ) [ were ] part (04481 +min 
) of iron (06523 +parzel ) , and part (04481 +min ) of clay (02635 +chacaph ) , [ so ] the kingdom (04437 
+malkuw ) shall be partly (07118 +q@tsath ) strong (08624 +taqqiyph ) , and partly (07118 +q@tsath ) 
broken (08406 +t@bar ) . 

toes Jud_01_06 But Adonibezek (00137 +)Adoniy - Bezeq ) fled (05127 +nuwc ) ; and they pursued (07291 
+radaph ) after (00310 +)achar ) him , and caught (00270 +)achaz ) him , and cut (07112 +qatsats ) off his 
thumbs and his great {toes} . 



toes Jud_01_07 And Adonibezek (00137 +)Adoniy - Bezeq ) said (00559 +)amar ) , Threescore (07657 
+shib(iym . ) and ten kings (04428 +melek ) , having their thumbs and their great {toes} cut (07112 +qatsats 
) off , gathered (03950 +laqat ) [ their meat ] under (08478 +tachath ) my table (07979 +shulchan ):as I have 
done (06213 +(asah ) , so (03651 +ken ) God (00430 +)elohiym ) hath requited (07999 +shalam ) me . And 
they brought (00935 +bow) ) him to Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) , and there (08033 +sham ) he died
(04191 +muwth ) . 

toes Lev_08_24 And he brought (07126 +qarab ) Aaron s (00175 +)Aharown ) sons (01121 +ben ) , and 
Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) put (05414 +nathan ) of the blood (01818 +dam ) upon the tip (08571 +t@nuwk ) 
of their right (03233 +y@maniy ) ear (00241 +)ozen ) , and upon the thumbs (00931 +bohen ) of their right 
(03233 +y@maniy ) hands (03027 +yad ) , and upon the great {toes} (00931 +bohen ) of their right (03233 
+y@maniy ) feet (07272 +regel ) : and Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) sprinkled (02236 +zaraq ) the blood (01818 
+dam ) upon the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about . 

untoEsther Est_07_02 And the king (04428 +melek ) said (00559 +)amar ) again (01571 +gam ) 
{untoEsther} (00635 +)Ecter ) on the second (08145 +sheniy ) day (03117 +yowm ) at the banquet (04960 
+mishteh ) of wine (03196 +yayin ) , What (04100 +mah ) [ is ] thy petition (07596 +sh@)elah ) , queen 
(04436 +malkah ) Esther (00635 +)Ecter ) ? and it shall be granted (05414 +nathan ) thee:and what (04100 
+mah ) [ is ] thy request (01246 +baqqashah ) ? and it shall be performed (06213 +(asah ) , [ even ] to the 
half (02677 +chetsiy ) of the kingdom (04438 +malkuwth ) . 
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toe , EX , 29:20 toe , LE , 8:23 , LE , 14:14 , LE , 14:17 , LE , 14:25 , LE , 14:28 toes , 1CH , 20:6 toes , 2SA , 21:20 toes , DA , 2:41 , DA , 2:42 toes , JG , 1:6 , JG , 1:7 toes , LE , 8:24 toe Interlinear Index Study toe EXO 029 020 
Then shalt thou kill <07819 +shachat > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , and take <03947 +laqach > of his blood <01818 +dam > , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right ear <00241 +>ozen > of Aaron 
<00175 +>Aharown > , and upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of his sons <01121 +ben > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 
+yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , and sprinkle <02236 +zaraq > the blood <01818 +dam > upon the altar <04196 +mizbeach > round <05439 +cabiyb > 
about . toe LEV 008 023 And he slew <07819 +shachat > [ it ] ; and Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > of the blood <01818 +dam > of it , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of Aaron s 
<00175 +>Aharown > right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > . toe LEV 014 014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > 
shall put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his 
hand <03709 +kaph > shall the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the 
thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass 
<00817 +>asham > offering : toe LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the 
blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > 
, and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 028 And the priest 
<03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed 
<02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the place 
<04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : - toe , 0931 , toe EXO 029 020 Then shalt thou kill <07819 +shachat > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , and take <03947 +laqach > of his blood 
<01818 +dam > , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right ear <00241 +>ozen > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 
+>ozen > of his sons <01121 +ben > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel 
> , and sprinkle <02236 +zaraq > the blood <01818 +dam > upon the altar <04196 +mizbeach > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . toe LEV 008 023 And he slew <07819 +shachat > [ it ] ; and Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 
+laqach > of the blood <01818 +dam > of it , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen >
of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > . toe LEV 014 014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach 
> [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 
+>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot 
<07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > shall the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the 
right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen >
of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : toe LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass 
<00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great 
{toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 028 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > upon 
the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and 
upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the place <04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : toes LEV 008 024 And he 
brought <07126 +qarab > Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > sons <01121 +ben > , and Moses <04872 +Mosheh > put <05414 +nathan > of the blood <01818 +dam > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > 
ear <00241 +>ozen > , and upon the thumbs <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > hands <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toes} <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > feet <07272 +regel > : and 
Moses <04872 +Mosheh > sprinkled <02236 +zaraq > the blood <01818 +dam > upon the altar <04196 +mizbeach > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . toe -0931 thumb , thumbs , {toe} , toes , toes -0676 finger , fingers , {toes} , toes -
0677 fingers , {toes} , toes -0931 thumb , thumbs , toe , {toes} , toe 0676 -- /etsba\ -- finger, {toe}. toe 0677 -- /etsba\ -- finger, {toe}. toe 0931 -- bohen -- thumb, great {toe}. toe 7272 regel -- -- X be able to endure, X according as, X 
after, X coming, Xfollow, ([broken-])foot([-ed, -stool]), X great {toe}, X haunt, X journey,leg, + piss, + possession, time. -ptoeo- ......... be not terrified 4422 -ptoeo- > -ptoeo- ......... But they were terrified 4422 -ptoeo- > -ptoesis- .........
amazement 4423 -ptoesis- > toe 0676 ## >etsba< {ets-bah'}; from the same as 6648 (in the sense of grasping); something to sieze with, i.e. a finger; by analogy, a toe: -- finger, {toe}. [ql toe 0677 ## >etsba< (Aramaic) {ets-bah'}; 
corresponding to 676: - - finger, {toe}. [ql toe 0931 ## bohen {bo'-hen}; from an unused root apparently meaning to be thick; the thumb of the hand or great toe of the foot: -- thumb, great {toe}. [ql toe 7272 ## regel {reh'-gel}; from 
7270; a foot (as used in walking); by implication, a step; by euphem. the pudenda: -- X be able to endure, X according as, X after, X coming, X follow, ([broken-])foot([-ed, -stool]), X great {toe}, X haunt, X journey, leg, + piss, + 
possession, time.[ql toe 014 017 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot , upon the blood of the trespass offering : toe 014 028 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot , upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering : toe 008 023 Lev /^{toe /of his right 
foot . toe 014 014 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot : toe 014 025 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot : toe 029 020 Exo /^{toe /of their right foot , and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about . toes 001 007 Jug /^{toes /cut off , gathered their 
meat under my table : as I have done , so God hath requited me. And they brought him to Jerusalem , and there he died . toes 021 020 IISa /^{toes /four and twenty in number ; and he also was born to the giant . toes 002 042 Dan 
/^{toes /of the feet were part of iron , and part of clay , so the kingdom shall be partly strong , and partly broken . toes 008 024 Lev /^{toes /of their right feet : and Moses sprinkled the blood upon the altar round about . toes 002 041 
Dan /^{toes /part of potters clay , and part of iron , the kingdom shall be divided ; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron , forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay . toes 020 006 ICh /^{toes /were four and 
twenty , six on each hand, and six on each foot: and he also was the son of the giant . toe Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of Aaron, and upon the tip of the right ear of his sons, 
and upon the thumb of their right hand, and upon the great {toe} of their right foot, and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about. toe And he slew [it]; and Moses took of the blood of it, and put [it] upon the tip of Aaron's right ear, 
and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot. toe And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and the priest shall put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be 
cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot: toe And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb
of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot, upon the blood of the tres pass offering: toe And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] 
upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, an d upon the great {toe} of his right foot: toe And the priest shall put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the right ear of him that 
is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot, upon the place of the blood of the tre spass offering: 



toe , EX , 29:20 toe , LE , 8:23 , LE , 14:14 , LE , 14:17 , LE , 14:25 , LE , 14:28 toes , 1CH , 20:6 toes , 2SA , 
21:20 toes , DA , 2:41 , DA , 2:42 toes , JG , 1:6 , JG , 1:7 toes , LE , 8:24









toe -0931 thumb , thumbs , {toe} , toes , toes -0676 finger , fingers , {toes} , toes -0677 fingers , {toes} , toes -
0931 thumb , thumbs , toe , {toes} ,



toe 0676 -- /etsba\ -- finger, {toe}. toe 0677 -- /etsba\ -- finger, {toe}. toe 0931 -- bohen -- thumb, great {toe}. toe 
7272 regel -- -- X be able to endure, X according as, X after, X coming, Xfollow, ([broken-])foot([-ed, -stool]), X 
great {toe}, X haunt, X journey,leg, + piss, + possession, time.





-ptoeo- ......... be not terrified 4422 -ptoeo- > -ptoeo- ......... But they were terrified 4422 -ptoeo- > -ptoesis- ......... 
amazement 4423 -ptoesis- >



toe 0676 ## >etsba< {ets-bah'}; from the same as 6648 (in the sense of grasping); something to sieze with, i.e. a 
finger; by analogy, a toe: -- finger, {toe}. [ql toe 0677 ## >etsba< (Aramaic) {ets-bah'}; corresponding to 676: - - 
finger, {toe}. [ql toe 0931 ## bohen {bo'-hen}; from an unused root apparently meaning to be thick; the thumb of 
the hand or great toe of the foot: -- thumb, great {toe}. [ql toe 7272 ## regel {reh'-gel}; from 7270; a foot (as used 
in walking); by implication, a step; by euphem. the pudenda: -- X be able to endure, X according as, X after, X 
coming, X follow, ([broken-])foot([-ed, -stool]), X great {toe}, X haunt, X journey, leg, + piss, + possession, 
time.[ql
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toe Interlinear Index Study toe EXO 029 020 Then shalt thou kill <07819 +shachat > the ram <00352 +>ayil > , 
and take <03947 +laqach > of his blood <01818 +dam > , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of the right ear <00241 +>ozen > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of his sons <01121 +ben > , and upon the 
thumb <00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} 
<00931 +bohen > of their right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , and sprinkle <02236 +zaraq > the 
blood <01818 +dam > upon the altar <04196 +mizbeach > round <05439 +cabiyb > about . toe LEV 008 023 And
he slew <07819 +shachat > [ it ] ; and Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > of the blood <01818 
+dam > of it , and put <05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > 
right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > 
foot <07272 +regel > . toe LEV 014 014 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > [ some ] of
the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put 
<05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > 
of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > 
foot <07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 017 And of the rest <03499 +yether > of the oil <08081 +shemen > that [ is ] 
in his hand <03709 +kaph > shall the priest <03548 +kohen > put <05414 +nathan > upon the tip <08571 
+t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > 
, and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the 
great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the blood <01818 
+dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering : toe LEV 014 025 And he shall kill <07819 +shachat > the 
lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take 
<03947 +laqach > [ some ] of the blood <01818 +dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and put 
<05414 +nathan > [ it ] upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 +y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > 
of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 
+y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > 
foot <07272 +regel > : toe LEV 014 028 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall put <05414 +nathan > of the oil 
<08081 +shemen > that [ is ] in his hand <03709 +kaph > upon the tip <08571 +t@nuwk > of the right <03233 
+y@maniy > ear <00241 +>ozen > of him that is to be cleansed <02891 +taher > , and upon the thumb <00931 
+bohen > of his right <03233 +y@maniy > hand <03027 +yad > , and upon the great {toe} <00931 +bohen > of 
his right <03233 +y@maniy > foot <07272 +regel > , upon the place <04725 +maqowm > of the blood <01818 
+dam > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering :





toe 014 017 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot , upon the blood of the trespass offering : toe 014 028 Lev /^{toe /of his 
right foot , upon the place of the blood of the trespass offering : toe 008 023 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot . toe 014 
014 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot : toe 014 025 Lev /^{toe /of his right foot : toe 029 020 Exo /^{toe /of their right 
foot , and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about . toes 001 007 Jug /^{toes /cut off , gathered their meat 
under my table : as I have done , so God hath requited me. And they brought him to Jerusalem , and there he died .
toes 021 020 IISa /^{toes /four and twenty in number ; and he also was born to the giant . toes 002 042 Dan 
/^{toes /of the feet were part of iron , and part of clay , so the kingdom shall be partly strong , and partly broken . 
toes 008 024 Lev /^{toes /of their right feet : and Moses sprinkled the blood upon the altar round about . toes 002 
041 Dan /^{toes /part of potters clay , and part of iron , the kingdom shall be divided ; but there shall be in it of the
strength of the iron , forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay . toes 020 006 ICh /^{toes /were four
and twenty , six on each hand, and six on each foot: and he also was the son of the giant .





- toe , 0931 , 



toe Then shalt thou kill the ram, and take of his blood, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of Aaron, and upon 
the tip of the right ear of his sons, and upon the thumb of their right hand, and upon the great {toe} of their right 
foot, and sprinkle the blood upon the altar round about. toe And he slew [it]; and Moses took of the blood of it, 
and put [it] upon the tip of Aaron's right ear, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his 
right foot. toe And the priest shall take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and the priest shall put [it] 
upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great 
{toe} of his right foot: toe And of the rest of the oil that [is] in his hand shall the priest put upon the tip of the right
ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot, 
upon the blood of the tres pass offering: toe And he shall kill the lamb of the trespass offering, and the priest shall 
take [some] of the blood of the trespass offering, and put [it] upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be 
cleansed, and upon the thumb of his right hand, an d upon the great {toe} of his right foot: toe And the priest shall 
put of the oil that [is] in his hand upon the tip of the right ear of him that is to be cleansed, and upon the thumb of 
his right hand, and upon the great {toe} of his right foot, upon the place of the blood of the tre spass offering:
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